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L’Histoire des Seigneurs de  Gavre.

LIVIA  VISSER-FUCHS

Given his reputation as  a ‘romantic lover’ during his lifetime and later it may be

considered surprising that  there are no romances among the many surviving books
that are known to have been made for Edward IV.l Though  he was no doubt
familiar with many of the stories  that  were popular in his time and may have

inherited the large collection of French  romans  made for Margaret of  Anjou, his
predecessor’s queen,‘ it cannot be  proved  that he owned or read any work of this

genre.3 There is one manuscript, however, that  has some of the features which
allow one to speculate at least  that  it was made for him: the copy of the  Histoire
des  Seigneurs  de  Gavre  that  survives in the Parker Library of Corpus  Christi
College, Cambridge. On the  basis  of its illumination this manuscript can be dated

to 1465-75, 1470-75 being more likely.

The  Text
The  Histoire  des  Seigneurs  de  Gavre  was probably composed in Flanders in the
14505;“ it is one of those genealogical romances; almost historical novels, that  were

popular with the leading families of the region because  they related the  deeds  of

their semi-historical, or entirely mythical,~ ancestors.  Some  of these  texts  were

existing works in verse, adapted and re-written in prose, others  were composed —
often using older material  —  to suit the  tastes  of these families and their

contemporaries. However ‘romantic’ the exploits of their main characters each of
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these works contains  enough  genuinely historical elements to  suggest  to the reader
that  the whole story is  a true  relation of past events. The story of  Gavre,  like most
of these  romans, is that of  a  young man on his way to chivalric fame. The child

Louis  de Gavre and his mother are  expelled  from the parental castle in Flanders  —
south  of Ghent  —  by his father who has been led to suspect, by an unfortunate

remark of his  wife’s  made in  jest, that  the infant is not his. In his anger the father
throws the child into the fire and it is rescued by the mother  just  in  time;  only one

of the child’s  checks  is burned.
Mother and child go to live at the family castle of her relatives, and when Louis

is eighteen he leaves home with his  mother’s  blessing and her good advice, travels

into the East and soon makes his name by his courteous and wise behaviour and his
martial prowess, eventually marrying the daughter of the duke of Athens.  After  many
years he returns to the west to participate in a prestigious tournament at  Compiégne;
he vanquishes all other  participants  and a reconciliation with his  father  follows  after
he has identified  himself  by the scar on his cheek.  Louis’,  first son, Ypolitus, inherits
Athens, and his second, Baudouin, the ancestral lordship of Gavre.

A short and slightly different  version of the story, called  Baudouin  de  Gavre,

survives in  a  small, illustrated manuscript, which may have  been produced for the

maniage of  René  of Anjou, the father of Henry VI’s  queen, and his second wife,
Jeanne de Laval, heiress of Gavre, in 1454.5 There are two longer versions,  each

surviving in one manuscript. The first is now Brussels,  Bibliothéque  Royals MS
10.238; it has 244  folios, is made of paper and illustrated with ninety-six drawings
in the unique, cartoon-like style of the so-called Wavrin Master.6 Its colophon
claims  that  the  text  was  ‘translated  from Greek  into  Latin and from Latin into
Flemish, later translated into the French language on the last day of March  1456

[31 March 1457]’.7 The other manuscript, containing a  slightly altered version of
the story, is Cambridge, Corpus Christi  College  91.

Comparison shows that the  text  of the  older,  Brussels  manuscript  is
emphatically concerned with the  exploits  of members of the Gavre family, as

might  have been expected. In the Cambridge  text  this preoccupation is balanced by
an interest in the Wavrin family, to which the long sufféring mother  of the hero

belongs. It is stressed even more than in the Brussels  text that  she is very virtuous
and  that  her son is without any doubt her  husband’s  child. Throughout the story
brief additions remind the reader of her status and that of her relatives. In this
version the  count  of St P01 is Louis de Gavre’s  godfather  and figures prominently

at the beginning and the end of the story. In both  texts  the tournament at
Compiégne is attended by many princes of western Europe, among them  the kings
of England, France and  Scotland, with dukes, earls and counts  from  all these

countries, including the duke of Burgundy, the count of Flanders and the  earls  of
Warwick and Salisbury.
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The modern editor of the  Gavre  texts  has concluded  that  the Brussels

manuscript was probably commissioned from the Lille workshop where the

Wavrin Master worked on the occasion of the wedding of Godefroid de Gavre-
Herimez and Marie de Ghistelles in the 14505. It  also  commemmorates two

fourteenth-century marriages in the Gavre family, those  of Jean, who married

Sophie  de Wavrin, and Guillaume, whose wife was Ysabeau  d’Enghien, daughter

of the titular  duke  of  Athens.  The Lille workshop and the prolific Wavrin Master

produced several comparable  texts  for other prominent  families  in the same period.
Considering its different emphasis the ‘Cambridge’ version, as it now survives

only in the one manuscript, may have been re—edited for  a  member of the Wavrin
family.  Possible  commissioners of such  a  work are Waleran, Lord of Wavrin (c.
1418-after 1481), his son, Philippe  (c. 1435-1500), his illegitimate son, Jean, Lord
of Garbeque (born c. 1445), or his cousin, Jean, Bastard  of Wavrin (l400-c. 1475),

the chronicler of England. Belonging to one of the  foremost families  of Flanders
and the surrounding counties these men were all interested in the  history of  their
house and  most  of  them collected  books. Jean the chroniqler is  also  known to have
had close  links  with the workshop of the Wavrin Master, owning so  many
manuscripts illustrated by this  anonymous artist that modern art historians have
called the artist  after  the owner; the  text  could have become known to the Wavrin

family via the workshop and adapted to their needs.
Other copies of the story belonged  to later generations of the Gavre family and

one manuscn'pt and two printed  copies  in Flemish are mentioned in  a sixteenth-
century inventory of the  books  of the  counts  of Lalaing.“ It has to be remembered

that these  genealogical romances were  often  written for one family in particular,

even  for a  specific  occasion, but  that  they were  also  of general interest: many

readers would enjoy, for example, the description of the exalted international
gathering at the Compiég‘ne tournament.  These books  were  also  owned by
collectors like Philip the Good, Duke  of Burgundy, and Louis de Bruges, Lord of
Gruuthuse.

The  Manuscript
The Cambridge  Histoire  des  Seigneurs  de Gavre9 is  a  fairly large book (255 by
355mm); it has 200  parchment  folios, two lined but otherwise blank flyleaves at
the beginning and two blank ones at the end. The  text  is written in two columns of
thirty lines. Chapter headings are in red; some  of the two-line  chapter initials  are
gold on  a  blue-and-red background with white decoration, others are alternately red

on blue or blue on red; paragraph marks are  gold  on blue or red, all with white
decoration.  This  minor illumination is delicately done and the whole manuscript is
very clean and neat  except  for the first  folio  with the single miniature, which is

rather worn and  grubby, and  a  few other  pages  where strangely shaped segments of
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the parchment have been cut  away, presumably to remove scribbles or ownership
marks.  A  very few scribbles, mainly single letters, remain.

The first folio of the  text  has the only full-page decoration: a very rubbed but

still colourful miniature and  a  full margin in the Ghent/Bruges style. The scene is
set in a high room with  a  large fireplace on the left and an opening showing a

bedroom on the right. The back wall of the main room is covered by a dark red

tapestry, behind the bed is  a  blue and gold one. The red tapestry is decorated with
large green trees arranged in two rows, and across the brown  trunk  of each  tree  is  a

short white banderoll bearing one word in blue  letters; six of these are visible and

together they read  hormy /soit  /  qui  /  mal /y /pense.  Several gold birds, their
wings spread, are  scattered  over the tapestry.  Beneath  the tapestry along the wall is

a banker with a  blue  cushion decorated with white  harts, and a wardrobe(?) or large

chest  next  to it; on the  floor  are green  tiles  with some black. In the middle of the

room stands the  seigneur  de  Gavre, a  stick in his right hand, his left pointing at the
tiny child shown lying in  front  of the  fire; the mother  stands  towards the  back,

looking at her  husband, her hands clasped in front of her as if in prayer. Male and
female courtiers or servants in various attitudes of dismay fill the rest of the space.

The artist captured the brief, dramatic sequence of events described in the  text  very
competently. The painting is very rubbed, many of the  faces  to such an  extent that

they look as if  they were never painted, but the central figure of the fashionably

dressed Lord of Gavre and the tapestries are in good condition.

The decorated margin is in the usual style of the Ghent/Bruges  school  of the
late 1460s and 14705: small fruit and flowers with narrow and not very prominent

acanthus leaves of mainly blue and gold in between.  There  is one animal
grotesque, a winged dragon without legs, and  a  nude  female  human figure holding
the  pole  of  a  banner. In the middle of the lower margin is  a  shield with  a helmet

seen from the front  above  it, and  a  thin blue garter around it.  Both  on the banner
and the shield any coat  of arms that may have been there was thoroughly erased, no

trace  of paint remaining; the top half  of the  helmet  is also gone and its crest with it.
The ganer is intact and reads, from top left round the  bottom  to top right, the  text
divided by the buckle: mal  y  pense /honny soit  qui.l0

The miniature was made by an artist who has not been given a name by art
historians and will here be called the Tapestry Master, because of his  penchant  for
including at  least  one, but often more, attractive colourful tapestries, with very
formal semi-heraldic decoration, in  almost  all his indoor scenes. Two patterns are
occur most  frequently.  One has trees of various  shapes with  banderolls across their
trunks and birds in between,” as in the present miniature; the  text  on these
banderolls is often not legible and probably was not meant to be. The  other  pattern
has plants with regularly arranged flowers growing on the ends of their  stalks  in  a
semi-circle.  Both  patterns appear in various colour combinations and  often  they go
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together on different tapestries in one scene.  A  third, less  frequently used  pattern, is

non-pictorial and has  a  decoration of stylised gold foliage on  a  plain coloured
background; this  is also used for horses’ trappings and occurs in the bedroom
tapestry of the present miniature. The  artist  had several other characteristics, the

way he painted armour and fur tippets, for  example, is particularly easy to  identify,

but the present picture gave no  scope  for these features.'2 His best known and most

impressive works are the large copy of the  Chroniques  of Froissart, at one time

owned by the Burgundian historian Philippe de Commines," and the hardly less
magnificent  Histoire  de  Charles  VII by Gilles de Bouvier, made for Louis de
Bruges, Lord of Gruuthuse, Edward  IV’s host  in exile.“ The illuminator worked on

several manuscripts for English patrons," among them two other copies of
Froissart. The first is  a  complete  set, but with very few pictures, probably made for
Thomas  Thwaytes, a  servant of Edward IV with  Calais  links;‘6 the second is  a  set

of which only Book  Two and  Book  Four remain, Book  Two bearing the sketched

but unpainted arms of William, Lord Hastings (died 1483), Book  Four the fully
painted royal arms of England surrounded by the garter; this last volume  must  have

belonged to Edward IV.‘7 The illustration of  this  manuscript shows very clearly
how the Tapestry Master worked jointly with  some  of the other artists who
illuminated  books  owned by Edward IV, his contribution seeming to ‘run  out’

towards the end of the volume. In the abdication of Richard II, one of the most
colourful and best known miniatures in the Froissart of Commines, the artist

painted only a  few of the figures, the rest of the  scene having been done by artists
close to the so-called Master of Edward IV and the Bruges Master of  1482.

The Tapestry Master’s work is also prominent in  a  copy of the French

translation of  Xenophon’s  Cyropedie, its first miniature showing the original

presentation of the  text  to Charles the Bold, whose  motto, Je  l’ay emprins, and

badge  of the flint and steel decorate the tapestry at the back of the room. This
manuscript was also made for Edward IV and has his arms and Yorkist badges in
the borders.” A  very similarly decorated  Cyropedie, but  without  tapestries of any
kind and mainly one-column pictures, again bears the arms and also the  motto,

Oublier  ne  puis, of  Thomas  Thwaytes.I9 Finally the same artist did the  minor, one-

column miniatures in a manuscript containing the romances of  Cleriadus  et
Meliadice  and  Appolin  de  Tyr; the ms of the prospective owner of this book were

never painted, though  in one instance lines for quartering were drawn  in.“ Even the

arms over the fireplace in its first picture, showing the fictional King Philip of
England giving a  letter to a messenger, were removed.

There is little  domibt that  the  Cambridge  manuscript of  Gavre  was made for an
English owner, knight of the garter, 1470-75. Any member of the order of the
garter  alive  at  that  time is strictly speaking a candidate for ownership, but if we
limit the  search  more realistically to known book collectors whose coats of arms
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appear in surviving similar  manuscripts from the same workshop, only William,
Lord  Hastings, and Edward IV  himself  remain.2l Hastings cannot be  eliminated,  but
— contrary to  what  is usually suggested  —  we know very little  about  his book
collecting:  apalt  from the Froissart mentioned  above  only two  books  of hours  have
been linked to him.22 These  hours are very different  in style from the manuscript
discussed here and  about  ten  years  later in  date;  moreover their ownership is
problematic and Hastings’ arms may even have  been  added in as an afterthought.23

Unfortunately it is impossible to be more  exact  about the  date  of the
Cambridge manuscript, but as far as Edward IV is concerned it would fit nicely
into  the collection that he  appears  to  have  started in  circa  1475:  provenance, size
and  quality all  match  the  other volumes.  The  simple  illustration of the  book  —  just
one miniature to 200 pages — is  also  not  unusual among Edward’s Flemish
acquisitions. One of his largest  books, Valerius  Maximus’ Memorable  Deeds  and
Sayings, has nine pictures to  1,342 pages.“ It is also  remarkable  that the garter
motto  was worked into the tapestry in the miniature  itself; this  is comparable to the
use of  Charles  the  Bold’s  motto  in  a  picture in another manuscript by the  same

artist, the  Cyropedie  mentioned earlier.” Because  of the presence of the garter

motto  in the miniature the ownership of the  book  by a  knight  of the garter  does  not
solely depend on the  coat  of arms in the margin, which could have been inserted at
any time. The use of the motto in  this  prominent way suggests strongly that  the

manuscript was illuminated for the man who, particularly in Burgundian eyes, was
the garter  knight  per se, the Icing of England himself.“

Another interesting link between the Yorkist king and the story may be  sought

in the  family background of his wife, Queen  Elizabeth  Woodville. The prominent

role of the  count  of St Pol at the beginning and the end of  this  version, as well as
the importance of the dukedom of Athens may be significant.  Elizabeth
Woodville’s  uncle, Louis  de  Luxembourg, was  count  of St  Pol; through  her
maternal  grandfather, Pierre de  Luxembourg, she was herself connected to the

d’Enghien  family and its titular  dukes  of  Athens, and  also, like  the Wavrins, related

to the  family of Gavre-Herimez.27 Because of the circumstances of her marriage
and the general criticism of her  mother’s  second marriage and of her own  first
marriage and  political  background, Elizabeth  Woodville  —  and Edward IV  —
were  careful  to emphasise the St  Pol, de Luxembourg and de  Lusignan  connections

with all  their  ramifications: there had been kings of  Bohemia  and Cyprus and

emperors of Germany among them, and  they even claimed descent from the  Three
Kings of Cologne.” A  book  that  reminded readers of some of  these exalted
ancestors and relatives would have been very welcome to Queen Elizabeth and her
husband.

The  contents  of  Gavre, the story of the nobly born  youth  going out into the

world and  making his  mark  and winning glory, would also have been  thought
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suitable for reading to the  young prince of Wales. Its didactic value  need  not be

doubted: apart  from all the  chivalric  splendour  there  are passages like the advice of

the departing hero’s  mother.  ‘Love  and fear God and the Virgin Mary. When you

get up in the  morning pay to God, the  Virgin, your  good  angel, St  Michael  and all

saints.  Keep the Ten Commandments. Be merciful and  pure  of spirit. Avoid  foolish
women, taverns and dice. Hear mass often ...’, and so on, for two pages.29 The hero

behaves  accordingly throughout.
Whoever actually owned this manuscript, it is of particular importance: the

genre to which it belongs was very popular with Duke  Philip and some of his  most
influential courtiers, who were  frequently in contact with members of the  English
court and the king of England himself, and yet  this  is the only surviving example  of

these ‘genealogical romances’ to bear signs of English interest.” If it was owned by

Edward IV it changes our view of the balance of his library, a  view which is

wholly dependent on survival. The  mere existence  of  this  manuscript makes it

likely that  it was not the only one of its kind at the  time  and  that similar
manuscripts with  texts  of the  same  genre were acquired both by Edward and other

collectors at the English court.”l

K_
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161-62.

BL MS Royal 20  C  ii. On this ms. see  A.F.  Sutton, “‘A  matter  full  needless": women's (and  men's)  dress
and fashions c. 1470’, in  Daily Life  in the  Late Middle  Ages,  ed  R.H.  Brilnell.  Slroud  1998,

(forthcoming); it has many features  in  common  with  Edward's other Flemish volumes  but unfortunately

no  indications  of ownership at  all.

Richard  Neville, Earl  of Warwick  (died  14 April 1471), has  been  suggested  very tentatively by René

Stuip (in  Collaque,  see n. 4) partly because  Warwick and the  chronicler  Jean de Wavrin me!  each  other at

Calais  in 1469, on which  occasion  Warwick  presented Wavrin  with  a  hackney —  presumably if Wavrin

had given the  earl  a  book  at  that  time he would have  informed  his  readers.  Warwick,  like  Hastings, can

also  not be  proved  to  have  been particularly interested  in  books. Only one ms bearing his  arms,

surrounded  by the garter, and his emblem of the  bear  and ragged staff survives, now Geneva,

Bibliothéque publique et  universilaire.  ms. fr.  166.  It is a copy of the Burgundian  ‘mirror  for  princes'



22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

Enseignement  zle Ia  vraie noblesse  and was made for Warwick (as a gift?) in 1464.

BL MS  Add.  54782 and  Madrid,  Museo  [Am Galdiano MS  15503.

The literature on  Hastings‘ books  of  hdurs  is  extensive; they are usually ascribed  to the  Master  of May
of Burgundy. See  e.g.  DH. Turner, The  Hastings Hours, London  1983; Pamela Tudor-Craig, ‘The  hours
of  Edward  V and William-Lord Hastings  ..',  in  England  in the  Fifteenth Century. Proceedings  of the
1986 Harlaxmn Symposium,  ed D. Williams, Woodbridge 1987;  J .16.  Alexander, ‘Katherine Bray’s
Hamish book  of hours', The  Ricardian, vol.  8 (1988-90), pp.  308-17.  It is arguable that the  Hastings
hours  are  dated  by an  historians  to  before  1483 only because Hastings died  in that  year; most  comparable
mss —- and  used  for  comparison —  are  rather  later;  e.g.  Turner, pp. 117-18; Alexander. pp. 312-15.

See  'Choosing a  book’,  (see  n. 1), pp.  80-81.

See  above  and n. 18.

It  seems  too far  fetched  and inappropriate to think that the  artist  linked the meaning of the mono:  ‘Shame
on him who  minks  ill of it' to the  smry in xhe  manuscript  and the  event  depicted  in the  miniature.

I was made aware of the connection by the  othemise superficial  study of 6.1-1. Patten de  Clone, Deux
souveraines descendantes  ties  seigneurs d'Enghien. Marie d'Enghien, camtesse  de  Lecce.  2!  Elizabeth
Waodville,  premiere reine Elizabeth d'Anglererre, Brussels  1955.  See  also  Europfiische Stammtafeln.
Neue Folge,  ed. D.  Schwennicke.  16 vols, Marn and  Berlin.  vol.  6, no. 28; vol.  7, nos 79, 91.

CL.  Scofield.  The Life and  Reign  of King Edward  the  Fourth,  2  vols,  London 1923.  vol.  1, p. 372;  A.F.
Sutton and L.  Visser-Fuchs,  “‘A  most  benevolent  queen":  Queen Elizabeth  Woodville's  reputation, her
piety and her  books',  The  Ricardian,  Vol.  10 (1994-96). pp. 214-45, esp.  227.

Summarised  and abbreviated; ed. Stuip (see  n. 4), pp.  6-7.

It is also in  French  and in  manuscript. There  is one surviving example of  a  similar text  in  manuscript. in
English and illuminated in England, The  Three Kings' Sons. see  A.F.  Sutton and L.  Visser-Fuchs.
Richard Ill's  Banks,  Stmud 1997, pp. 239—40, and references given  there.  Some  of  such  texts  were  later
printed: Caxton‘s  Blanchardin  and  Eglanrine,  Pan's  and  Vienne;  de  Worde's  Olivier  of Castille.

Why anyone  should erase  the royal arms completely remains  unclear  — unless  the  book  was  come  by
dishonestly —  but it is not  unique.  It is not  known  how the ms.  came  into Archbishop Parker's
possession,  but it was apparently an anomaly in his  library as his  interests  lay with (legal) history.  Faint
links with Edward IV may be  found  in the  fact  that  Parker  was dean of  the.college  of Stoke by Clare —
not to be  confused  with the Augustinian  house  at Clare  itself  —— which had  enjoyed  the patronage of
Edward  IV's  mother, Cecily,  Duchess  of York. and in the  curious  coincidence that in the earliest
catalogues of the  library of  Corpus Christi (1600  and  still  in 1722) the ms. appears side by side  with a
chronicle once  signed by Edward's  brother, Richard, Duke  of  Gloucester;  James, Corpus  Christi  (see  n.
9). pp.  xiv,  xliv;  Anne F.  Sutton  and Livia  Visser-Fuchs,  ‘Richard 111'sbook:  VI. The Anonymous or
Fitzhugh Chronicle [CCCC MS  96]',  The  Ricardian,  vol.  8 (1988-90). pp.  104-19.
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